
Scandy S shopping trolleys 
require very little space for  
storage. Nesting depth 
270 mm

Can be nested 
to save space

Bulky and sensitive goods 
can be transported care-
fully to the car park.

More space 
for items
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Shopping trolleys that sell well at all levels

03.11 Scandy S

› All kinds of room for all sorts of items
› Two separate narrow meshed baskets with a total volume of 117 litres.
› Spacious bottom tray suitable for through loading

Ausgezeichnet
Generationenfreundlich

VERIFIED QUALITY: 
“GENERATION FRIENDLY 
SHOPPING”
!is customised Wanzl 
shopping trolley is a real bonus 
when applying for this seal of 
approval.

SCANDY S
With standard folding flap 
and Wanzl Starbox

SCANDY S
With child seat/goods shelf



Adapter for Wanzl Starbox coin deposit system 01.13080.07-0000
Wanzl Starbox coin deposit system 01.77010.00-0000
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03.11 Scandy S

 With its three shelves, the Scandy-S makes loading and trans-
portation much easier. !e key benefits: Your customers have more 
space for their shopping and in return, they will thank you by 
buying more. Additionally, they are able to transport bulky and 
sensitive goods to the car park carefully.

Robust chassis of flat oval tubing, long bottom tray 
as standard. Two narrow meshed baskets with a total 
volume of 117 litres. Plastic handle caps and deflector 
rings in Anthracite Grey RAL 7016.
Finish: High gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked on plastic paint protection.
Castors: Original Wanzl castors, rubber tread.

Standard design

Child seat/goods shelf in the 
top basket for transporting a 
small child or for protecting 
sensitive goods.

Child friendly

Large tray as a bottom 
'tray – ideal for the easy 
storage of lots of items.

Bottom tray

Tidy storage for your 
shopping trolleys 
Scandy S in a row with 
Wanzl Box Classic R or 
Wanzl Starbox. 

Coin deposit systems

Scandy S

High gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated and painted 02.51603.51-0000

Accessories

A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 

Wanzl Box Classic R coin deposit system
Child seat/goods shelf 

1179 x 580 x 1087

On request
On request

Castor diameter (mm)

Basket volume (litres)
Weight (kg) / loading capacity (kg)

125

Upper 52 / lower 65
28/167

Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

270

14409
3609

1114
A

C

B

RAL 6024Traffic Green

RAL 3000Flame Red
RAL 1018Light Grey

RAL 5002Ultramarine Blue

Standard colours for plastic parts

RAL 7016Anthracite Grey

Wanzl Box Classic R


